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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we aim to move towards a definition of weak n-category akin to Street’s
definition of weak ω-category. This will be accomplished in dimension 1 directly and in
dimension 2 by comparison with work of Duskin. In particular, we discuss the relationship
between certain weak complicial sets and Duskin’s n-dimensional Postnikov complexes.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The classical simplicial nerve of a category has been a well-understood construction for years. With the growing interest
in higher-dimensional category theory, it now seems natural to ask for a simplicial nerve for these higher-dimensional
objects. This approach is untenable at the moment, as the basic definitions themselves are far from being sorted out.
Another approach is to define what is meant by a weak n-category as a simplicial (or multisimplicial) set of a certain kind.
A multisimplicial definition has been suggested by Tamsamani [16]; Street [15] has also put forth a definition of weak ω-
category using simplicial ideas, but so far his approach has not been specialized to finite n.
In dimension 2, there lies the classical notion of bicategory (which we shall assume the reader has some familiarity with,
see [2]). Bicategories also have a simplicial nerve (see [14,5]), but the construction is less well known than its dimension
1 cousin. Duskin has made the first thorough examination of this nerve, and has given a characterization of it in terms of
the simplicial structure only. The result states that a simplicial set is isomorphic to the nerve of a bicategory if and only if it
satisfies certain coskeletalness conditions aswell as supporting appropriate sets of ‘‘abstractly invertible’’ 1- and 2-simplices.
In this paper, we intend to give a second characterization of the nerve of a bicategory based on the ideas of Street involving
only certain kinds of specialized horn-filling conditions.
Steet’s definition is a modification of techniques that have successfully modeled strict ω-categories within the world
of simplicial sets. But, unlike the case of the simplicial nerve of a category, the nerve functor for strict ω-categories takes
values now in the category of stratified simplicial sets. The simplicial structure of the nerve is too crude to capture all of the
information necessary to recordwhich diagrams commute in the strictω-category. Thus, the stratification provides the extra
data allowing one to recover which diagrams commute from the simplicial structure. An important feature of the theory in
the strict case is that the stratification is extra data and cannot be recovered from the underlying simplicial set. This leads
to the study of stratified simplicial sets, and eventually complicial sets. The interested reader is urged to read [17] in which
Verity proves the Street–Roberts conjecture that the nerve functor is an equivalence of categories between the category of
strict ω-categories and the category of complicial sets.
To modify the theory for the weak case, Street proposed two essential changes in [15]. (It should be noted that this
definition is different from the tentative definition proposed at the end of [14] or the one given in [11] as definition St.)
The first was to drop certain uniqueness conditions present in the original definitions, and the second was to construct
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a canonical stratification, called the equivalence stratification, on each simplicial set. The philosophy behind such a
construction is simple: if the stratification is now to pick out the equivalences in our weak ω-category (in the strict case,
the stratification picked out identities), then these should be visible from the simplicial structure alone as they should be
determined by factorizations. Sadly, the assignment of the equivalence stratification to a simplicial set is not a functor from
simplicial sets to stratified simplicial sets as we shall see in Section 3.3.
In this paper, we are concerned with giving an appropriate finite-dimensional version of Street’s definition. In his survey
paper [11], Leinster made some suggestions for modifying Street’s definition for finite dimensions. These included the
conditions that for defining weak n-categories, all morphisms of dimension m > n be equivalences and that certain
uniqueness conditions be retained. Street notes in [15] that these conditions might be insufficient to ensure that the
definition produces the right kind of simplicial sets.Weprove that our version of Leinster’s suggestions actually does produce
the correct simplicial sets for n = 1, 2 and take a step towards proving the general case.
The method for ensuring that our definition is correct in low dimensions is to compare with the simplicial
characterization of Duskin. His theory relies on heavy use of certain coskeletalness conditions, and proving that a Street-like
definition satisfies these conditions is the key to proving the correctness of the definition given here. Sadly, our proof does
not generalize to show that a Street-like definition always produces simplicial sets satisfying appropriate coskeletalness
conditions for n > 2. The rest of the proof for dimension two is a careful comparison between the equivalence stratification
and Duskin’s ‘‘abstractly invertible’’ simplices.We also obtain a full proof of the claimed equivalence stratification for nerves
of bicategories given by Street at the end of [15].
The coskeletalness conditions isolated by Duskin are an important feature of any definition that purports to give a good
simplicial nerve for weak n-categories. These conditions specify existence and uniqueness conditions for lifts of maps from
the boundary of anm-simplex,m > n, to maps from them-simplex itself.
∂∆[m] /

X
∆[m]
<
For m = n + 1, these lifts are required to be unique if they exist, and for m > n + 1 they are required to exist and be
unique. This has two effects; one is that of forcing the n-simplices to have ‘‘strict composition’’, and the other is making all
the higher simplices act as identities. Both of these are important for ensuring that the simplicial theory adequately reflects
the properties that are desired of a good theory of weak n-categories.
The approach of this paper is different from that of Lack and Paoli in [10] inwhich they study the 2-nerves of bicategories.
The 2-nerve of that paper is a normal homomorphism F : ∆op → Cat, and thus can be viewed as a bisimplicial nerve
construction. These 2-nerves give rise to bicategories in which horizontal composition is controlled by the simplicial
structure and the pseudofunctoriality of F , while the vertical composition of 2-cells takes place inside of the category F(1).
Here∆op is viewed as a discrete 2-category, so the objects of the category F(2) consist of a triple of morphisms (f , g, h) and
an isomorphism fg ∼= h. This structure separates the notion of 2-cell from that of composition of 1-cells, while in the nerve
that we study here the 2-simplices perform both roles simultaneously. Similarly, in our nerve the set of 3-simplices serves
both to give composites of 2-cells and to provide associativity isomorphisms for 1-cell composition, while in the 2-nerve of
Lack and Paoli these duties are performed by F(1) and F(3), respectively.
We now give an overview of the rest of this paper. In the second section, we review the nerve of a bicategory and state
Duskin’s result on characterizing such nerves. The third section contains the information on Street’s definition of weak ω-
category necessary to formulate a similar definition in dimension 2. In Section 3.3, we give a brief outline of the results
of the rest of the paper. Included are two proposed definitions of weak n-category based on Street’s definition of weak
ω-category. The fourth section contains most of the new results of this paper. We begin by proving some simple results
about 0-trivial and 1-trivial weak complicial sets and then use those to prove characterization theorems for nerves of both
categories and bicategories. Finally, the fifth section presents proofs of two equivalences of categories stated at the end of
Section 3 depending on the maps chosen in the category of bicategories. The results in this section will not be surprising to
the experts, although care needs to be taken as the simplicial nerve of a bicategory forces the consideration of oplax functors
instead of lax ones.
2. Characterizing nerves of bicategories
This section is devoted to providing the definitions necessary to state Duskin’s theorem characterizing the simplicial
nerves of bicategories. One way to define the nerve of a category is through the construction of a cosimplicial category.
This technique can be extended to the case of bicategories, but now the burden lies in producing a cosimplicial bicategory.
We will not go into this construction, see [13] for a description of a certain cosimplicial strict ω-category which can then
be used to produce the appropriate cosimplicial bicategory. A more economical definition is arrived at when one notices
certain features of these nerves and uses those features to repackage the information. First we fix notation and then give
the definition of the nerve of a bicategory. The statement of Duskin’s theorem then follows.
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2.1. Notation
We shall denote by ∆ the usual skeleton of the category of non-empty, finite ordered sets with order preserving maps.
∆ has objects [n] = {0 < 1 < · · · < n} for n ≥ 0, and maps the order preserving functions between them. The
category of simplicial sets is then the functor category [∆op, Set]. The standard n-simplex will be denoted by ∆[n], and
is the representable functor∆(−, [n]). For a simplicial set X , we denote by Xn the set of n-simplices; we write dix, six for the
ith face and ith degeneracy, respectively.
Recall that elements of Xn are classified by maps ∆[n] → X in the category of simplicial sets. If x ∈ Xn and y is a non-
degenerate face of x of dimension k < n, then x is classified by a map∆[n] → X and y is classified by a map∆[k] → X such
that
∆[n] x / X
∆[k]
i
O
y
=||||||||
for a unique injectivemap i : [k] → [n]. Identifying iwith its image, we see that non-degenerate faces of∆[n] correspond to
non-empty subsets I ⊂ [n]; thus we will write y = x(I) to mean the face of x given by the subset I ⊂ [n]when convenient.
If I = [n] r {i}, then x(I) = dixwhich will often be written xi.
The standard nerve for categories is obtained by noting that ordered sets are categories in a canonical way, so we may
view∆ as a subcategory of Cat. Given a category C , the nerveN is the simplicial set given byNCn = Cat([n], C)with face and
degeneracymaps induced by the coface and codegeneracymaps in Cat obtained by viewing∆ ⊂ Cat as giving a cosimplicial
category.
2.2. Nerves of bicategories
Let B be a bicategory. Then the nerve of B (see [12] for a representable description of this nerve), denoted NB, has 0-
simplices the objects of B; the 1-simplices are the 1-cells of Bwith d0f = t(f ), the target of f , and d1f = s(f ), the source of
f . The 2-simplices in the nerve are 2-cells α of B of the following form.
b
g
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c
Thus, α : h ⇒ g ◦ f , and the faces of α are defined as d0α = g , d1α = h, and d2α = f . The degenerate 1-simplices are
identities, and the degenerate 2-simplices are given by appropriate inverses of the left and right unit isomorphisms.
This choice for the direction of 2-simplices may seem unnatural at first. It was originally chosen by Roberts and follows
the simple ‘‘odds-to-evens’’ convention – the source faces of x are the faces dixwith i odd, and the target faces are the faces
dixwith i even. This choice of orientation will force us to consider oplax maps instead of lax ones, but this can be remedied
by appropriately dualizing.
The set of 3-simplices of the nerve is slightly more difficult to define, as it is the set of ‘‘commutative tetrahedra’’ in B.
These consist of four 2-simplices x0, x1, x2, x3 satisfying dixj = dj−1xi for i < j such that the two compositions x3 ◦ x1 and
x0 ◦ x2 are equal. These compositions have not yet been defined, and they need to be treated with some care as they do not
have the same source and target. Thus it is necessary to insert an associativity isomorphism.
In diagrammatic form, such a 3-simplex xwould appear as pictured below.
a b
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This pictured 3-simplex is nearly a diagram in B, except for the fact that B has no 3-cells and x should be such a 3-cell. Thus
we require that x be the condition that the diagram above, when restricted to 2-cells, commutes.
To make this precise, note that we have composites of 2-cells in B
j
x1 +3 h ◦ k 1∗x3 +3 h ◦ (g ◦ f )
and
j
x2 +3 l ◦ f x0∗1 +3 (h ◦ g) ◦ f ,
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which are what we called x3 ◦ x1 and x0 ◦ x2 above. If we let ahgf : h ◦ (g ◦ f )⇒ (h ◦ g) ◦ f denote the associator in B (note
the non-standard direction), then a 3-simplex x as pictured above is the assertion that
ahgf ◦ (1 ∗ x3) ◦ x1 = (x0 ∗ 1) ◦ x2.
The faces of x are given by dix = xi. The sets NBn for n > 3 are determined inductively by the requirement that an n-simplex
is determined uniquely by its boundary, and that every possible boundary of an n-simplex actually is the boundary of some
n-simplex. This can be summarized by saying that every map ∂∆[n] → NB admits a unique lift to a map∆[n] → NB.
∂∆[n] /

NB
∆[n]
∃!
<
2.3. Duskin’s theorem
We now recall the definition of the coskeleton of a simplicial set X . Let∆n denote the full subcategory of∆ generated by
[0], [1], . . . , [n]. The truncation functor
[∆op, Set] trn / [∆opn , Set]
is induced by the inclusion ∆opn ⊂ ∆op, and it has both left and right adjoints given by Kan extensions. The left adjoint is
denoted by skn and the right adjoint is coskn. The n-coskeleton of the simplicial set X is defined to be CosknX = coskntrnX;
this simplicial set has (CosknX)m = Xm form ≤ n. For dimensionm > n, it is inductively defined by
(CosknX)m = {(x0, x1, . . . , xm) : xi ∈ (CosknX)m−1 and dixj = dj−1xi, i < j}.
This amounts to the condition that each m-simplex, m > n, is uniquely determined by its boundary, and every map
∂∆[m] → CosknX extends to a map∆[m] → CosknX .
Returning to the nerve of a bicategory B, we see that NB is its own 3-coskeleton. The natural map NB → Cosk2NB is
injective; this follows since a 3-simplex ofNB is the assertion that some diagram commutes, hence there is at most one filler
in the diagram below.
∂∆[3] /

NB
∆[3]
<
The dotted arrow is unique if it exists. This is what is called a two-dimensional Postnikov complex in [5].
Definition 2.1. A simplicial set X is an n-dimensional Postnikov complex if the natural map X → CosknX is injective and
the natural map X → Coskn+1X is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.2. The term Postnikov complex was chosen because, when X is a Kan complex and X (n) is a Postnikov tower for
X , X (n) is an n-dimensional Postnikov complex. We will be interested in the case n = 2 for most of this paper.
In a bicategory, vertical composition of 2-cells is strictly associative and unital. This strictness at the top level is reflected
in the nerve by the fact that the nerve is a two-dimensional Postnikov complex. The injectivity of NB→ Cosk2NB amounts
to the fact that certain diagrams of 2-cells either commute or fail to commute, and if they commute do so in only one way.
Thus, the 3-simplices of the nervework to pick out commutative diagrams. The bijectivity ofNB→ Cosk3NB ensures that all
higher-dimensional diagrams commute. These higher-dimensional diagrams have faces which are commutative diagrams;
thinking of these commutative diagrams as identity cells, the higher coskeletalness of the nerve reflects the fact that every
diagram of identities must commute.
The main result of [5] is a characterization of the data necessary to conclude that a given two-dimensional Postnikov
complex is isomorphic to the nerve of a bicategory. The answer is that the sets of ‘‘abstractly invertible’’ simplices in
dimensions 1 and 2 satisfy certain basic properties. We will use Duskin’s result to prove a different theorem characterizing
the simplicial nerves of bicategories. We now define these sets of invertible simplices and state the theorem of Duskin
classifying the nerves of bicategories.
To define the set of invertible 2-simplices in X , we define five sets and then take their intersection. Each setwill represent,
using horn-filling conditions, a kind of factorization axiom that invertible 2-cells in a bicategory must satisfy. First let
Λk[n](X) denote the set of all maps Λk[n] → X , which is the set of k-horns of dimension n in X; we have projection maps
prk : Xm → Λk[m](X) given by the assignment
x 7→ {x0, x1, . . . , x̂k, . . . , xm},
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where x̂k indicates that xk has been omitted. All five sets will be defined in a similar fashion, using certain horn lifting
conditions. These subsets of X2 are defined as follows.
I13 = {x ∈ X2 | x ∈ Λ1[3](X), d3x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X3 : pr1x˜ = x}
I23 = {x ∈ X2 | x ∈ Λ2[3](X), d0x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X3 : pr2x˜ = x}
I14 = {x ∈ X2 | x ∈ Λ1[4](X), d3d3x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X4 : pr1x˜ = x}
I24 = {x ∈ X2 | x ∈ Λ2[4](X), d0d4x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X4 : pr2x˜ = x}
I34 = {x ∈ X2 | x ∈ Λ3[4](X), d0d1x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X4 : pr3x˜ = x}.
Definition 2.3. The set I2(X) of invertible 2-simplices in a two-dimensional Postnikov complex is the set
I2(X) = I13 ∩ I23 ∩ I14 ∩ I24 ∩ I34 .
We will write I2 when X is understood.
We similarly define ‘‘abstractly invertible’’ 1-simplices in a two-dimensional Postnikov complex X . The only important
difference in the style of definition is that now the invertible 1-simplices depend on the set I2(X) as well as the rest of the
simplicial set X . We first define six subsets of X1 and then take their intersection.
I02 = {x | x ∈ Λ0[2](X), d2x = x⇒ ∃x˜ ∈ I2 : pr0x˜ = x}
I22 = {x | x ∈ Λ2[2](X), d0x = x⇒ ∃x˜ ∈ I2 : pr2x˜ = x}
I03 = {x | x ∈ Λ0[3](X), d2x ∈ I2, d2d2x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X3 : pr0x˜ = x}
I33 = {x | x ∈ Λ3[3](X), d1x ∈ I2, d0d1x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X3 : pr3x˜ = x}
I04 = {x | x ∈ Λ0[4](X), d2d2x ∈ I2, d2d2d2x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X4 : pr0x˜ = x}
I44 = {x | x ∈ Λ4[4](X), d1d2x ∈ I2, d0d1d2x = x⇒ ∃!x˜ ∈ X4 : pr4x˜ = x}.
Definition 2.4. The set of invertible 1-simplices in a two-dimensional Postnikov complex X is the set
I1(X) = I02 ∩ I22 ∩ I03 ∩ I33 ∩ I04 ∩ I44 .
We shall write I1 when X is understood.
The invertible 1-simplices do not appear in the theorem below, but are important in understanding the structure of the
nerve of a bicategory. In particular, the proof of Theorem 3.16 relies on both of the sets I1 and I2.
We now state the main theorem of [5].
Theorem 2.5 (Duskin). Let X be a simplicial set. Then X is isomorphic to the nerve of a bicategory if and only if
(a) X is a two-dimensional Postnikov complex,
(b) for x ∈ X1, both s0x and s1x are invertible, and
(c) for every x ∈ Λ1[2](X), there exists an x˜ ∈ I2(X) with pr1x˜ = x.
Remark 2.6. There is a similar result characterizing the nerves of categories, but it will not be needed in this paper. That
result states that a simplicial set X is isomorphic to the nerve of a category if and only if X is a one-dimensional Postnikov
complex, X has fillers for all inner horns, and every degenerate 1-simplex is invertible (in a sense similar to that giving I1, I2
above).
Remark 2.7. The three conditions inDefinition 2.4 correspond to the axioms for a bicategory in the followingway. Condition
(a) provides strictness for operations on 2-cells as well as the associativity axiom. Condition (b) provides both units and the
unit axioms, and condition (c) provides weak composition of 1-cells. The new characterization (Theorem 3.16) will be less
transparent than Duskin’s, but more compact and easier to generalize to higher dimensions.
2.4. Invertibility conditions
The definitions given above of the sets I1(X) and I2(X) do not alone justify calling their elements ‘‘abstractly invertible’’
simplices. But it is relatively easy to prove that, in the case of the nerve of a bicategory, these simplices actually do capture
the invertible part of the bicategory.
Proposition 2.8. Let X be the nerve of a bicategory B, and let x ∈ I2(X). Then x is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Let x be the 2-simplex shown below.
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c
There is a horn x : Λ2[3] → X given by x0 = cgf (the composition 2-cell for f and g), x1 = x, and x3 = s0f . There is a
unique filler x˜. Duskin proves that x ∈ I2(X) if and only if d2x˜ is an isomorphism in the hom-category B(a, c). This implies
that the 2-cell d2x˜ in B is also an isomorphism. Recalling that the definition of any 3-simplex x in the nerve of B amounts to
the statement that
αhgf ◦ (1 ∗ x3) ◦ x1 = (x0 ∗ 1) ◦ x2,
we get that
αhgf ◦ (1 ∗ s0f ) ◦ x = (cgf ∗ 1) ◦ d2x˜. (1)
Since x ∈ I2(X), we know that d2x˜ is an isomorphism. Degenerate 2-cells are given by unit isomorphisms; since the
horizontal composite of isomorphisms is again an isomorphism, we see that every 2-cell in (1) is an isomorphism except x.
Thus x is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.9. Let X be the nerve of a bicategory B, and let f : a→ b be an element of I1(X). Then f is an equivalence in B.
Proof. Since f ∈ I02 ∩ I22 , we have lifts in the following diagrams.
b
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Thus f has both left and right pseudoinverses and so is an equivalence. 
3. Stratified simplicial sets and higher categories
We begin by trying to define a full and faithful nerve functor from the category of strict ω-categories to the category
of simplicial sets. In [13], Street constructs a cosimplicial strict ω-category O; On is called the nth oriental. For a strict ω-
category C , we can define a nerve functor by NCn = Strict-ω-Cat(On, C). Unfortunately, this nerve is not full and faithful.
The problem is that the nerve forgets too much information about C; in particular, it forgets which diagrams commute in C .
To rectify this problem, one can introduce what is called a stratification on the nerve of C . A stratification is supposed
to be extra structure that captures the information that the nerve construction above failed to encode. Thus, it should be
the data that records whether or not diagrams commute; this is accomplished through the use of a new kind of horn-
filling condition. Adding this information, Verity [17] was able to prove that an improved nerve functor (one that builds
in a particular stratification as well having the underlying simplicial set be the NC in the previous paragraph) gives an
equivalence of categories between Strict-ω-Cat and an explicitly described subcategory of the category of stratified simplicial
sets, or simplicial sets with given stratification. Street’s definition of weak ω-category takes Verity’s theorem and weakens
it appropriately to turn it into a definition. The main changes are that horn fillers are no longer required to be unique and
the stratification is no longer part of the data but is instead determined by the simplicial set itself. It is important to note
that Street’s definition is only given in terms of ω-categories and not also for weak n-categories for finite n.
Wewill give a brief account of the definitions necessary to state Street’s proposed definition of a weakω-category. Along
the way, an alternate characterization of Street’s equivalence stratification is given, as well as a possible definition of weak
n-category for finite n.
3.1. Basic definitions
For a simplicial set X , let sXn denote the set of degenerate n-simplices. Thus sXn is the union of the images of the maps
si : Xn−1 → Xn.
Definition 3.1. A stratification t on a simplicial set X is, for every n > 0, a subset tn ⊂ Xn such that sXn ⊂ tn. A stratified
simplicial set is a simplicial set X together with a stratification t , denoted (X, t). The elements of tn will be called the thin
n-simplices of (X, t); thus giving a stratification or specifying the thin simplices amount to the same data. A stratified map
of stratified simplicial sets is a map of the underlying simplicial sets that maps thin elements to thin elements.
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For any 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we will define a stratification on∆[n] called the kth Roberts stratification and denoted (∆[n], r(k)).
These stratifications will then induce appropriate stratifications on the horns Λk[n]. Let k± denote the subset of [n] given
by {k− 1, k, k+ 1} ∩ [n]. (Note the difference when k = 0, n and when k 6= 0, n; this is related to the difference between
inner and outer horns.) An element x ∈ ∆[n]j is thin in the kth Roberts stratification if either x is degenerate or the image of
the map [j] → [n] classifying x contains k±.
Let X be a simplicial set, (Y , t) a stratified simplicial set, and f : X → Y a simplicial map. Then there is a natural
stratification (X, f ∗t) on X induced by t . It is given by the requirement that x ∈ f ∗tn if and only if f (x) ∈ tn.
Definition 3.2. Let i : Λk[n] → ∆[n] be the canonical inclusion. Then the Roberts stratification onΛk[n], written (Λk[n], r)
is given by i∗r(k).
Note that we have identified n+ 1 stratifications of∆[n], but only one ofΛk[n].
Definition 3.3. Let (X, t) be a stratified simplicial set. A complicial horn in (X, t) is a stratified map (Λk[n], r) → (X, t).
When the stratification on X is understood, we will write this asΛk[n] → X .
Our primary interest lies in using the thin structure to understand horn-filling conditions on the simplicial set X . This
motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.4. Let (Λk[n], r) → (X, t) be a complicial horn in (X, t). A thin filler for this complicial horn is a lift for the
diagram below, in the category of stratified simplicial sets.
(Λk[n], r) /

(X, t)
(∆[n], r(k))
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If C is a strict ω-category, it is possible to define a nerve for C as a stratified simplicial set (NC, t). The elements of tn are
defined to be the ‘‘commutative n-simplices’’. The motivation for singling out the complicial horns is that complicial horns
in (NC, t) have unique thin fillers, and this is nearly enough information to characterize which stratified simplicial sets arise
as the nerves of strict ω-categories (this is the content of [17]). Since we are interested in the nerves of weakened algebraic
structures, we drop the requirement for unique thin fillers. This consideration motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.5. Let (X, t) be a stratified simplicial set. We say that (X, t) is a weak complicial set if
(a) every complicial horn has a thin filler, and
(b) if x is a thin filler of an inner complicial hornΛk[n] → X and if any two of dk−1x, dkx, dk+1x are thin, then so is the third;
if the horn is outer and one face is thin, then so is the other.
3.2. The equivalence stratification
Weak complicial sets have much of the structure we expect from the nerve of weak ω-categories, but not all. If we
accept the philosophy that the thin n-simplices should take the role of the weakly invertible n-cells, then it is crucial that
we capture all of them and not just some. Thus, it is reasonable to demand a ‘‘maximality’’ condition. Additionally, the set
of weakly invertible cells can be seen as merely a by-product of the entire structure, as they can be found by examining
factorizations. This is the philosophy behind the definition of n-universal cells in the opetopic definitions (see [1,4]). These
considerations motivated Street to define a canonical (but not functorial) stratification on any simplicial set X , called the
equivalence stratification. Street’s construction of the equivalence stratification is inductive; later in the section we give a
new characterization of the equivalence stratification.
Definition 3.6. A stratified simplicial set (X, t) is n-trivial if tm = Xm for allm > n.
Let (X, t) be an n-trivial stratified simplicial set. We will construct an (n + 1)-trivial stratified simplicial set (X, s(t))
with the same underlying simplicial set. We set s(t)k = tk for k ≤ n. An element x ∈ Xn+1 is an element of s(t)n+1 if there
exists i : K ⊂ X such that, when equipped with the induced stratification, (K , i∗t) is an n-trivial weak complicial set and
x ∈ i∗tn+1.
Definition 3.7. Let X be a simplicial set, and let (X, s(0)) denote X with its unique 0-trivial stratification. Inductively define
(X, s(n)) = (X, s(s(n− 1))). The equivalence stratification (X, e) on X is given by en = s(n)n.
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There is an alternate characterization of the equivalence stratification in terms of a universal property, but to give it we
first need some notation. Let (X, t) be a stratified simplicial set, Y a simplicial set, and f : X → Y a simplicial map. Then
there is a stratification f∗t on Y determined by the requirement that y ∈ f∗t if and only if y = f (x) for some x ∈ tn or
y is degenerate. In other words, f∗t is initial among stratifications on Y such that f is a stratified map. Given a set of maps
S = {fi : Xi → Y } and stratifications (Xi, ti), we shall denote by (Y , S) the initial stratification on Y making each fi a stratified
map.
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a simplicial set, and let S be the set of pairs (f , t) such that
(i) f : K → X is an inclusion and
(ii) t is a stratification on K such that (K , t) is a weak complicial set.
Then (X, e) = (X, S).
The idea of the proof is simple; if x ∈ Sn, then there is a weak complicial K set containing x as a thin simplex of dimension
n. It is possible to take the (n−1)-trivial sub-weak complicial set generated by x, so x ∈ en as well. The technique for finding
this (n− 1)-trivial sub-weak complicial set mimics the small object argument used in model category theory [7].
Proof. We shall prove that en ⊂ Sn and Sn ⊂ en for all n > 1. The first inclusion is trivial; if x ∈ en, then x ∈ Kn for some
(n− 1)-trivial weak complicial set K ⊂ X . The construction of (X, S) then forces x ∈ Sn.
For the second inclusion, we shall prove inductively that if x ∈ Sn, then there exists an (n − 1)-trivial weak complicial
set K ⊂ X such that
(i) x ∈ Kn and
(ii) every thin simplex of K of dimension less than n− 1 is thin in the stratification on K induced by s(n− 1).
For the case n = 1, let x ∈ S1. Then there is a weak complicial set (L, t)with L ⊂ X and x ∈ t1. Let K 1 be the simplicial subset
of X generated by x, and let s1 be the stratification induced by the inclusion K 1 ⊂ L.
For every complicial horn (Λi[j], r)→ (K 1, s1), we have a lift in the diagram below.
(Λi[j], r) /

(K 1, s1) / (L, t)
(∆[j], r(i))
4
Taking the coproduct over all complicial horns in (K 1, s1), we have the diagram∐
(Λi[j], r) /

(K 1, s1) / (L, t)
∐
(∆[j], r(i))
4
which allows us to define K 2 as the smallest subobject of L through which this diagram factors; we give K 2 the induced
stratification, which will be called s2. We can inductively build K r+1 from K r using the same procedure. Let K = colim K r ,
where the colimit is taken over the inclusions K r ↪→ K r+1. K has the stratification induced by the inclusions K r ↪→ K , which
shall be written (K , s).
The claim is that (K , s) is a 0-trivial weak complicial set with x ∈ s1. First, any complicial horn has a thin filler; this follows
since any complicial horn in K factors through some K r and hence a thin filler exists in K r+1. Second, we must check that
K is 0-trivial. This follows from the fact that only thin elements of dimension greater than zero were added, either by the
construction or because of axiom (b) of the definition of weak complicial set which guarantees that for a horn of dimension
n, the final (n− 1)-face that gets filled is thin because the rest are. Finally, because K ⊂ L, axiom (b) also holds for K .
For n > 1, note that the proof given above is both the case n = 1 and a model for the induction step. 
3.3. Street’s weak ω-categories and weak n-categories
This section is devoted to stating the theorems we aim to prove in the remainder of this paper. The first is a
characterization of the nerves of categories; this result is classical, but we phrase it in such a way as to make the
corresponding theorems for bicategories seemnatural. The second theorem is a characterization of the nerves of bicategories
in terms of a Street-like definition. This theorem involves proving both coskeletalness results and comparing the invertible
simplices of Duskinwith the thin simplices of Street’s equivalence stratification. Finally, we finishwith a pair of equivalences
of categories; there are two theorems here, one for oplax functors and one for weak functors.
We can now give Street’s proposed definition of weak ω-category.
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Definition 3.9. A simplicial set X is a weak ω-category if (X, e) is a weak complicial set.
It is now possible to state the naive definition of a weak n-category based on the above definition of a weak ω-category.
For economy later, we use the term n-unique weak complicial set to mean an n-trivial weak complicial set with unique thin
fillers for all complicial horns of dimension greater than n.
Proposed Definition 3.10. A simplicial set X is a weak n-category if (X, e) is an n-unique weak complicial set.
The remainder of this paper will be spent proving that this suggested definition is indeed correct when n = 1, 2. For
the case n = 1, the correct theorem is easy to state. Let 1-Cat denote the full subcategory of the category of simplicial sets
consisting of those objects X for which (X, e) is a 1-unique weak complicial set.
Theorem 3.11. The nerve functor N : Cat→ 1-Cat is an equivalence of categories.
For n = 2, we must first show that if (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set, then X is a two-dimensional Postnikov
complex. The author had hoped to be able to prove this in general, and some progress towards the general result was made.
Theorem 3.12. Let (X, t) be an n-unique weak complicial set such that the natural map X → CosknX is injective. Then the
natural map
X → Coskn+1X
is an isomorphism.
Injectivity is all that remains, and this can be established directly when n = 2.
Theorem 3.13. Let (X, t) be a 2-unique weak complicial set. Then the natural map X → Cosk2X is injective.
Corollary 3.14. Let X be a simplicial set such that (X, e) is a 2-uniqueweak complicial set. Then X is a two-dimensional Postnikov
complex.
The proof given above does not extend beyond the case of n = 2, much to the author’s dissatisfaction. The essential
point is that the construction given does not producemany thin 3-simplices, and this is remedied by assuming the stratified
simplicial set to be 2-trivial. The author has also been unable to prove that the analogous result is false in dimension 3. If it
does hold generally, then amuchmore complicated construction is likely to be needed. This prompts the following proposed
definition of weak n-category; it has yet to be shown whether or not this proposed definition is equivalent to 3.10.
Proposed Definition 3.15. A simplicial set X is a weak n-category if (X, e) is an n-unique weak complicial set and the natural
map X → CosknX is injective.
The theorem characterizing nerves of bicategories is now a simple generalization of the theorem above for categories.
We first must establish essential surjectivity.
Theorem 3.16. Let X be a simplicial set. Then X is isomorphic to the nerve of a bicategory if and only if (X, e) is a 2-unique weak
complicial set.
Nowwe are ready to state the equivalences of categories thatwill be proved in the final section of this paper. LetBicatoplax
denote the category of bicategories with oplax normal functors and Bicatweak denote the category of bicategories with weak
normal functors. The definitions of thesemapswill be given in Section 5.1. Let 2-Cat denote the full subcategory of simplicial
sets with objects X such that (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set and let 2-Cats denote the subcategory of simplicial sets
with objects X such that (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set and with maps the stratified simplicial maps.
Theorem 3.17. (a) The nerve functor N : Bicatoplax → 2-Cat is an equivalence of categories.
(b) The nerve functor induces an equivalence of categories N : Bicatweak → 2-Cats.
Remark 3.18. Theorem 3.17 allows us to showwhy the assignment X 7→ (X, e) does not extend to a functor from simplicial
sets to stratified simplicial sets in the obvious way. If it were a functor, then every map of simplicial sets would preserve the
equivalence stratification. In particular, this would hold for nerves of bicategories. But Theorem 3.17 says that a simplicial
map between nerves of bicategories is always the nerve of an oplax map and is stratified if and only if it is the nerve of a
weakmap. Since there are oplaxmaps that are notweak, theremust be simplicial maps between nerves that do not preserve
the equivalence stratification.
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4. Essential surjectivity of the nerve
This section is devoted to proving the essential surjectivity of the nerve functor from bicategories to the full subcategory
of simplicial sets consisting of those objects X such that (X, e) is a 2-uniqueweak complicial set.We first establish some basic
properties of 0- and 1-trivial weak complicial sets. This allows us to quickly prove Theorem3.11.We then turn to proving the
necessary coskeletalness results to show that our 2-uniqueweak complicial sets are two-dimensional Postnikov complexes.
Finally, the proof for essential surjectivity of the nerve is completed.
4.1. 0- and 1-trivial weak complicial sets
The required proofs for essential surjectivity will entail a careful examination of the equivalence stratifications on the
nerves of both categories and bicategories. The first step in the proof will be to determine the thin 1-simplices. By the
inductive definition of e, the thin 1-simplices are precisely those that lie in some 0-trivial weak complicial set. Since every
simplicial set has a unique 0-trivial stratification, being a 0-trivial weak complicial set is a ‘‘purely geometric’’ property. By
this we mean that it depends only on the underlying simplicial set. Every simplex is thin, so axiom (b) of the definition is
inconsequential. Axiom (a) then says that every horn (all horns are complicial) has a filler. Therefore we have proved the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The underlying simplicial set of a 0-trivial weak complicial set is a Kan complex. This functor is an isomorphism, with
inverse the functor that assigns to every Kan complex its unique 0-trivial stratification.
A similar result holds for 1-trivial weak ω-categories.
Definition 4.2. A simplicial set X is a quasicategory if every inner hornΛi[n] → X has a filler, i.e., if every hornΛi[n] → X
for i 6= 0, n has a filler.
Proposition 4.3. The underlying simplicial set of a 1-trivial weak complicial set is a quasicategory. This functor provides an
isomorphism of categories between that of 1-trivial weak ω-categories and quasicategories.
Proof. For the first statement, let X be a 1-trivial weak complicial set. Since inner horns only require that simplices of
dimension 2 and greater be thin, every inner horn is complicial. Thus every inner horn in X has a filler, so X is a quasicategory.
For the second statement, note that these are both full subcategories of the category of simplicial sets, so it is
only necessary to show that they have the same objects. One inclusion (1-trivial weak ω-categories are contained in
quasicategories) is already implied by the first statement of the proposition, so to prove the second we let X be a
quasicategory. It will be enough to show that there exists an appropriate 1-trivial stratification on X that is aweak complicial
set and then to identify the thin 1-simplices in the equivalence stratification. This reduces to a question of when outer horns
have lifts. The requisite results are given as Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 in [8]. 
Remark 4.4. The proposition then shows that every 1-trivial weak complicial set (X, t) can be ‘‘completed’’ to a 1-trivial
weak ω-category by identifying the thin 1-simplices. Let f be a 1-simplex with source x and target y. Then f is thin in the
equivalence stratification for X if and only if there exists a 1-simplex g and 2-simplices α, β such that
• d0α = g , d1α = s0x, d2α = f ; and
• d0β = f , d1β = s0y, d2β = g .
The isomorphism in the above proposition sends a 1-trivial weak complicial set (X, t) to the 1-trivial weak ω-category
(X, e). The ‘‘completion’’ process is merely the statement that the identity map on X is a stratified map (X, t)→ (X, e).
Remark 4.5. The previous two results appear as Example 15 in [18].
Remark 4.6. Taking the above proposition as definitional, one might tentatively define a quasi-2-category as a simplicial
set X for which the equivalence stratification exhibits X as a 2-trivial weak ω-category. An important first step in pursuing
such a definition would be to construct a model structure on either simplicial sets or stratified simplicial sets for which the
fibrant objects would be quasi-2-categories. (See [18] or [19] for the analogous result for quasicategories.)
4.2. Nerves of categories
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 3.11.
Proposition 4.7. Let C be a category. Then (NC, e) is a 1-unique weak complicial set; that is, it is an object of 1-Cat.
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Proof. Let G(C) ⊂ C be the maximal subgroupoid; thus G(C) has the same objects as C and as maps all the isomorphisms
in C . The nerve NG(C) is a Kan complex (see [6], Lemma 3.5), and it is the maximal Kan complex contained in NC . Thus the
set of thin 1-simplices e1 is NG(C)1 ⊂ NC1. For maximality, note that if f ∈ K1 with K ⊂ NC Kan, then we have lifts in the
following two diagrams.
y
∃g

x
f
@       
idx
/ x
x
f
>
>>
>>
>>
y
∃g ′
@
idy
/ y
Thus f has both a left and right inverse, hence is invertible and must lie in G(C). The higher-dimensional simplices of
the nerve are determined uniquely by their one-dimensional faces, so K ⊂ NG(C). Since every Kan subcomplex of NC is
contained in NG(C) and NG(C) is Kan, NG(C)must be the maximal Kan subcomplex of NC .
Now we must show that NC , equipped with the stratification e given by e1 = {f : f ∈ G(C)} and ek = NCk for k > 1,
is a 1-unique weak complicial set. First, this is a 1-trivial stratified simplicial set by construction. Second, thin fillers for
complicial horns of dimension greater than 1 are unique; this follows from the fact that x ∈ NCk, k > 1, is determined by its
one-dimensional faces and composition.
Finally, (NC, e) is a weak complicial set. Axiom (b) (in the case of dimension n = 1) of the definition follows from 1-
triviality and the fact that if h = g ◦ f , and any two of these are isomorphisms, then so is the third. The only condition left
to check is that every complicial horn has a filler.
The simplicial set NC is a one-dimensional Postnikov complex, i.e., NC ↪→ Cosk1NC and NC ∼= Cosk2NC . The statement
that the first map is injective means that a triangle
y
g
>
>>
>>
>>
x
f
@       
h
/ z
either commutes or fails to commute, and the statement that the secondmap is an isomorphism amounts to the associativity
axiom for arbitrarily long composable strings of maps. This implies that every horn of dimension greater than 3 has a filler –
for a horn of dimension j > 2, first fill the missing face using the fact that NCj−1 ∼= (Cosk2NC)j−1 giving the full boundary of
a j-simplex and then repeat in dimension j. Therefore we need only check complicial horns of dimensions 2 and 3. The horns
of dimension 2 and the inner horns of dimension 3 are straightforward, so we shall only prove the result for a complicial
hornΛ0[3] → NC; the other outer horn works similarly.
A complicial hornΛ0[3] → NC consists of 4 objects and 6 maps as pictured below.
a b
f
/
c
g
\999999999
d
ho
j
\999999999
k
B
a b
f
/
c
g
B
d
ho
j
B
l9999
\9999	 	 	 ?
All the triangles commute except the one marked with the question mark and f is an isomorphism. We must show that
hg = l. This follows since
hgf = hk = j = lf
and f is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 4.8. Let X, Y be simplicial sets such that every inner horn has a unique filler. Then a simplicial map f : X → Y is an
isomorphism if and only if the maps of sets fi : Xi → Yi are isomorphisms for i = 0, 1, 2.
Proof. One direction is obvious. For the other, note that the map
Xn
pr1 / Λ1[n](X)
is an isomorphism, with inverse map sending a horn to its unique filler. Since fi is an isomorphism for i = 0, 1, 2 it induces
an isomorphismΛ1[3](X)→ Λ1[3](Y ), and hence an isomorphism X3 → Y3 by the naturality of pr1. Inductively, each fi is
an isomorphism. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.11. A pseudoinverse toN is given by the functor C , defined as follows. Given X ∈ 1-Cat, CX is a category
with object set X0 and set of arrows X1. Source and target maps are given by d1, d0, respectively. Given a pair of composable
arrows, there exists a unique filler cgf to the inner horn they describe as elements of X; define g ◦ f = d1cgf .
y
g
>
>>
>>
>>
x
f
@       
g◦f
/
∃!cgf
z
Units are given by degenerate 1-simplices. Associativity and unit conditions are given by unique fillers to complicial
horns of dimensions 3 and 2, respectively. C is defined on maps in the obvious way.
It is clear that CN is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on Cat. Let αX : X → NCX be given by the identity map
on Xi for i = 0, 1, 2; above dimension 2 it is uniquely determined since NCX is 2-coskeletal:
[∆op, Set](X,NCX) ∼= [∆op, Set](X, Cosk2NCX) ∼= [∆op, Set](Sk2X,NCX),
where Sk2X is the subobject of X generated by the sets X0, X1, X2. Since αX is an isomorphism in dimensions 0, 1, 2 and
both X and NCX have unique fillers for inner horns (all inner horns are complicial in a 1-trivial stratified simplicial set), the
lemma implies that it is an isomorphism of simplicial sets. Naturality is clear, thus proving the stated equivalence. 
4.3. Postnikov complexes and weak complicial sets
Now we focus on proving the coskeletalness results necessary to show that 2-unique weak complicial sets are two-
dimensional Postnikov complexes. We begin by proving Theorem 3.12 and later specialize to the dimension 2 case.
Lemma 4.9. Let (X, t) be a weak complicial set, and let x ∈ Xn and y ∈ t1 be such that x(0) = y(1). Then there exists a simplex
z ∈ tn+1 with d0z = x, z(01) = y, and z(I) thin whenever {0, 1} ⊂ I . Furthermore, let σ : [k] → [n + 1] be any injection,
and let zσ(i) ∈ Xn be n-simplices compatible with z0 = x. Then there exists a simplex z as above with the additional property that
dσ(i)z = zσ(i) if
• 1 6∈ im(σ ), and
• if {0, 1} ⊂ I ⊂ [n+ 1] and the inclusion of I factors through [n+ 1] \ {σ(i)}, then the induced face zσ(i)(i∗I) is thin where i
is the unique isomorphism [n+ 1] \ {σ(i)} ∼= [n].
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, the hypotheses produce an inner horn and the claim is trivial.
Now let x ∈ Xk+1 and y ∈ t1 satisfying the hypotheses. Define z0 = x. By induction, we can apply the result to d1x
and y to produce a (k+ 1)-simplex that we shall call z2 with the property that d1x = d0z2. Assuming we have constructed
z2, . . . , zj compatibly in this fashion, construct zj+1 from djx and y to be compatible with z0, z2, . . . , zj; note that d1zj+1 is
never prescribed inductively, so we may always continue the induction. We must check that the appropriate faces are thin
to apply induction. Let {0, 1} ⊂ I . Then, if such a zj+1 exists, it must satisfy
zj+1(I) = db1db2 · · · dbszj+1
where bi ≤ bi+1 and each bi ≥ 2. It is only necessary to check faces shared with z0, z2, . . . , zj, and this only occurs when
bs < j+ 1 by the simplicial identities so
zj+1(I) = db1db2 · · · djzbs = dc1dc2 · · · dcszbs
where the ci’s satisfy the same relations as the bi’s; this face is thin by induction and the construction of z2, . . . , zj. The
collection z0, z2, . . . , zk+1 is a horn
z : Λ1[k+ 1] → X
which we must now show is a complicial horn. If {0, 1, 2} ⊂ I , then
z(I) = drz(I ∪ {r}),
where r is the first element of [k+ 1] not in I . But this face is just zr(I)where
I = {u : u < r} ∪ {v − 1 : v > r}
and zr is taken as a map ∆[k] → X . This face is thin by the construction of the zi’s. This gives a complicial horn, which has
a thin filler. Abusing notation, we also call this z. Now we check that if {0, 1} ⊂ I , then z(I) is thin. The proof is the same as
for zj+1 above. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.12. We must show that the natural map X → Coskn+1X is an isomorphism if (X, t) is an n-unique
weak complicial set and the natural map X → CosknX is injective.
Let y0, y1, . . . , ym be a collection of compatible (m− 1)-simplices form > n+ 1. We will construct a complicial horn
z : Λ0[m+ 1] → X
such that d0zi = yi−1 for i ≥ 1. If we also call the filler of this horn z, then d0z is a thin m-simplex with did0z = yi, proving
the claim.
Set y1 = s0y0 and z(01) = s0y1(0). Assuming that z1, . . . , zj have been constructed compatibly by Lemma 4.9 satisfying
the above conditions on d0zi, it is only necessary to check that the correct faces are thin to compatibly construct zj+1; once
again, the proof is the same as in the lemma. This gives z1, . . . , zm compatibly.We now construct zm+1 to be compatible with
z2, . . . , zm. Since X ↪→ CosknX , we know that d1zm+1 is determined uniquely by its boundarywhich in turn is determined by
the rest of the horn. Thus, we can conclude that d1zm+1 = dmz1 since they have the same boundary. Therefore the collection
z1, . . . , zm+1 is a horn, called z. To show that it is complicial, we must check that z(I) is thin if {0, 1} ⊂ I . The proof is the
same as in the lemma. 
4.4. The case of bicategories
The previous section contained a general result allowing one to conclude when an n-unique weak complicial set (X, t)
is an n-dimensional Postnikov complex — exactly when the natural map X → CosknX is injective. We now prove that this
always holds when n = 2.
The strategy of the proof is as follows. Given x, y ∈ Xk, k > 2, with ∂x = ∂y, we must show that x = y. This is true
if x is the (necessarily) thin filler of a complicial horn, but in general x will not fill a complicial horn. Thus we construct
a map, depending only on ∂x, from the set of simplices having the same boundary as x to the set of simplices having the
same boundary as some new simplex x′. Then we show that this map is an isomorphism and that, by our construction, x′
necessarily fills a complicial horn, proving that it is unique amongst simplices having boundary ∂x′.
Proof of 3.13. Assume that (X, t) is a 2-unique weak complicial set. We must show that the natural map X → Cosk2X is
injective. Let k > 2, and let x ∈ Xk. We shall construct a hornΛ3[k+ 1] → X with the following properties.
1. The face z2 is x.
2. The horn is complicial.
3. If z is the unique filler, then the new horn z0, z1, z3, . . . , zk+1 is also complicial.
4. The face z3 fills a complicial hornΛ1[k] → X .
Once this horn is constructed, the result is proved as follows. The collection of faces z0, z1, z3, z4, . . . , zk+1 together give a
function
f : {y ∈ Xk : ∂y = ∂x} → {y′ ∈ Xk : ∂y′ = ∂z3}
by taking d3Z , where Z is the unique thin filler of z0, z1, y, z4, . . . , zk+1 and y is the second face in the horn. Since the horn
z0, z1, z3, . . . , zk+1 is complicial and f (y) has the same faces as z3, the horn z0, z1, f (y), . . . , zk+1 (with f (y) the third face of
the horn) will also be complicial. By the uniqueness of fillers of complicial horns above dimension 2, this gives an inverse
map to f because Z is also a filler of z0, z1, f (y), . . . , zk+1 and so the two sets above are isomorphic. By property 4 in the list
above, any simplex having the same boundary as z3 fills a complicial horn and hence must be z3 itself by the uniqueness of
fillers.
All that now remains is to construct the horn. Let z2 = x and z4 = s1d3x. These are compatible faces, and they determine
all the 0-simplices of the horn. The only 1-simplex not determined by these two faces is the one labeled by {2, 4}. The faces
z(23) and z(34) are known, giving a complicial horn; fill z(234) and now all 1-simplices are determined. Note that the only
2-simplices required to be thin for the horn to satisfy the properties above are z(012), z(123), and z(234). The first two are
thin (degenerate, in fact) by the choice of z4, and the last is a thin filler of a complicial horn.
Assume inductively that
• all simplices of dimension less than l have been determined, and
• the simplices of dimension equal to l containing {1, 2, 3} or {2, 3, 4} have been determined by filling complicial horns,
and only those simplices of dimension l are known in addition to the faces of z2 and z4.
The simplices of dimension l + 1 containing {1, 2, 3}, or {2, 3, 4} are now determined by filling complicial horns. The
faces lying in either z2 or z4 are known, so unknown simplices must be represented by a subset I ⊂ [l+ 1] which contains
both 2 and 4. The only unknown face of z(I) for such an I is the one omitting 3 by the induction hypothesis, and all faces
containing {2, 3, 4} are thin, so we have a complicial horn (note that this horn is always an inner horn, so there is no need
to check for thin 1-simplices).
This determines all simplices of dimension l as follows. By induction, faces containing {1, 2, 3} or {2, 3, 4} are known, as
well as all faces of z2 and z4. To fail both of these conditions, a face must be represented by a subset J ⊂ [l] which contains
{2, 4} but not 3. These are precisely the faces filled by the above induction step.
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This construction produces a horn z : Λ3[k+ 1] → X . It is complicial since z(234) is thin and all simplices of dimension
greater than 2 are thin. Abusing notation, let z be its unique thin filler. Then pr2z is also a complicial horn since z(123) is
thin. All that remains is to show that z3 fills a complicial horn of one dimension lower. This follows since z(012) is thin,
hence z3 fills a complicial hornΛ1[k] → X . 
4.5. Proof of essential surjectivity
The last section showed that simplicial sets X with (X, e) a 2-uniqueweak complicial set satisfy one of the two conditions
necessary to be the nerve of a bicategory. In this section, we finish the proof of essential surjectivity by focusing on the horn-
filling conditions.
We first prove that every simplicial set X with (X, e) a 2-unique weak complicial set is isomorphic to the nerve of a
bicategory. To do this, we show that such simplicial sets satisfy Duskin’s criteria; this is a straightforward task, and is taken
care of first.
Proposition 4.10. Let X be a simplicial set such that (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set. Then e2 ⊂ I2(X).
Proof. Since X is a two-dimensional Postnikov complex, we need to check that every thin 2-simplex in (X, e) satisfies the
conditions for being an invertible 2-simplex. Let x ∈ e2. Then if x = x(012) for a horn
x : Λ1[3] → X,
there is a unique filler; similarly if x = x(123) for x ∈ Λ2[3](X). Therefore, x ∈ I13 ∩ I23 .
If x = x(012) for x ∈ Λ1[4](X), then there is a unique filler since all 3-simplices are thin and only one 2-simplex is
required to be thin for inner complicial horns. The same argument applies to show that x is a member of I24 and I
3
4 . Therefore
x lies in the intersection of all the sets used to define I2(X), so x ∈ I2(X). 
Theorem 4.11. Let X be a simplicial set such that (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set. Then X is isomorphic to the nerve of
a bicategory.
Proof. First, note that X is a two-dimensional Postnikov complex. Therefore it only remains to show that degenerate 2-
simplices are invertible (in the sense of [5]) and that every inner 2-horn has an invertible filler. These both follow directly
from the proposition, in the first case because degenerate simplices are always thin by the definition of stratification and in
the second case by choosing any thin filler. 
Nowwe shall show that ifX is the nerve of a bicategory, then (X, e) is a 2-uniqueweak complicial set. This is accomplished
by showing that Duskin’s sets I1(X) and I2(X) actually give the equivalence stratification on the nerve of a bicategory, and
then using the defining properties of those sets to produce thin fillers of complicial horns in dimensions two, three, and
four. For horns of dimension greater than 4, we use that X is a two-dimensional Postnikov complex to construct fillers;
being a two-dimensional Postnikov complex will also ensure that our weak complicial set is 2-unique. Finally, axiom (b) of
the definition of weak complicial set is satisfied by examining the explicit descriptions of I1(X) and I2(X).
We have already described the sets I1 and I2 in the case of the nerve of a bicategory (see Section 2.4). Thus it is time to
describe the equivalence stratification.
Theorem 4.12. Let X be the nerve of a bicategory B. Then I1(X) = e1 and I2(X) = e2.
Proof. Recall that e1 is the set of 1-simplices of X that lie in a Kan complex. Let K ⊂ X be a Kan complex. Then K has the
property that all horns of dimension greater than 2 have unique fillers since X ⊂ Cosk2X . By Theorem 8.6 of [5], K is then
the nerve of a bigroupoid (a bicategory in which every 1-cell is an equivalence and every 2-cell is an isomorphism). There is
a maximal sub-bigroupoid of B; call it G. Then e1 = NG1, which is also I1 by the results of Section 2.4.
Now e2 is the set of 2-simplices of X that lie in a quasicategory by the remark above. Let Q ⊂ X be a quasicategory. Then
Q has the property that all inner horns of dimension greater than 2 have unique fillers, just as above. Once again by Theorem
8.6 of [5], Q is the nerve of a bicategory in which all the 2-cells are isomorphisms. There is a maximal such sub-bicategory
of B, which we denote H . Then e2 = NH2 = I2. 
Street correctly identified the equivalence stratification in [15], but did not provide a proof. We have now given a full
proof.
Theorem 4.13. Let X be the nerve of a bicategory B. Then (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set.
Proof. We shall prove that X , equipped with the stratification given by t1 = I1, t2 = I2, and tk = Xk for k > 2, is a weak
complicial set. This will show that e = t by the alternative characterization of e and so e is 2-trivial. Then e is 2-unique
because X ⊂ Cosk2X , finishing the proof.
Let Λi[n] → X be a complicial horn. If n > 4, then there is a filler since X ∼= Cosk3X . If n = 4, then the horn is of the
form of one of the horns used in the definitions of the sets I i4 and thus has a filler. The same argument goes for n = 3. For
n = 2, either the horn is of the form used in the definitions of I02 and I22 or the horn is inner; both of these types of horns have
fillers. All that remains to show is that axiom (b) of the definition holds for this stratification. This fact follows directly from
the 2-triviality and the characterization of thin 1-simplices as equivalences and thin 2-simplices as isomorphisms. 
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The combined statements of Theorems 4.11 and 4.13 prove Theorem 3.16.
5. Equivalences
In this final section, we prove that the nerve functor induces equivalences of categories N : Bicatmaps → 2-Catmaps.
The subscript maps indicates that there are two different theorems depending on what maps are taken in the category of
bicategories.We investigate the cases of lax normalmaps and normal homomorphisms. The proofs in this section are largely
tedious diagram chases.
5.1. Oplax maps and weak maps
Definition 5.1. A lax functor (F , φ) : B→ B′ between bicategories is normal if
(a) F(idx) = idFx and
(b) φx : idFx ⇒ F(idx) is the identity 2-cell.
A homomorphism is normal if the same conditions hold.
Recall that for an oplax functor the structure maps go in the opposite directions. We write Bicat(op)lax for the category
of bicategories with (op)lax normal maps, and 2-Cat for the full subcategory of simplicial sets consisting of those simplicial
sets X for which (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set.
Recall that a weak map, or a homomorphism, is a lax map in which all of the structure maps are natural isomorphisms.
A weak map is normal if it is normal as a lax map.
We write Bicatweak for the category of bicategories with weak normal maps between them; we write 2-Cats for the
subcategory of simplicial sets with objects the simplicial sets X such that (X, e) is a 2-unique weak complicial set and maps
the stratified maps, i.e., maps preserving thinness.
Proposition 5.2. The nerve N defines a functor Bicatoplax → 2-Cat.
Proof. We have defined N for objects, now we define it for maps. Let F : B → B′ be a normal lax functor. Then
NF : NB → NB′ is defined as follows. NF is defined on 0-simplices by the object part of F ; similarly, NF1 is defined by
the action of F on arrows of B. To define NF on 2-simplices, let x be the 2-simplex shown below.
b
g
>
>>
>>
>>
a
f
?       
h
/
x⇑
c
Thus x represents a 2-cell x : h⇒ gf in B. Define NF2(x) to be the 2-simplex represented by
F(h) Fx +3 F(gf )
φgf +3 F(g)F(f ).
The definition of NF on n-simplices for n > 3 is determined since those simplices are determined by their boundaries.
The only dimension left to check is n = 3. Let x ∈ NB3, so that x is an equation of 2-cells in B of the form
ahgf ◦ (1 ∗ x3) ◦ x1 = (x0 ∗ 1) ◦ x2, (2)
or pictured as the tetrahedron depicted here.
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Thus it remains to show that
a′FhFgFf ◦ (F1 ∗ Fx3) ◦ Fx1 = (Fx0 ∗ F1) ◦ Fx2.
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Consider the diagram below.
Fj
Fx1 /
Fx2

F(h ◦ k) φhk /
F(1∗x3) 'PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
Fh ◦ Fk 1∗Fx3 / Fh ◦ F(g ◦ f )
1∗φgf

F(l ◦ f ) F(x0∗1) /
φlf

F((h ◦ g) ◦ f )
φhg,f

F(h ◦ (g ◦ f ))
φh,gf
7nnnnnnnnnnnn
Fa
o Fh ◦ (Fg ◦ Ff )
a′FhFgFf

Fl ◦ Ff
Fx0∗1
/ F(h ◦ g) ◦ Ff
φhg∗1
/ (Fh ◦ Fg) ◦ Ff
The bottom left square and the top right ‘‘square’’ commute by naturality, the upper left region is the functorial image of
(2), and the bottom right region commutes by the axioms for an oplax map. The exterior is exactly the equation above, so F
defines a map on 3-simplices.
It is easy to check that N(F ◦ G) = NF ◦ NG and that N preserves identity maps. 
Proposition 5.3. The restriction of N to the subcategory Bicatweak takes values in the category 2-Cats.
Proof. Assume F : B → B′ is a weak map. We must show that NF is a stratified map, or that if α ∈ NBk is a thin k-
simplex then NFk(α) is thin in NB′k. By the results of Section 2.4, this reduces to the statement that NF1maps equivalences to
equivalences andNF2maps isomorphism 2-simplices to isomorphism 2-simplices. Since F is opweak,φgf is an isomorphism.
By definition, if α : h ⇒ gf is a 2-simplex, then NF2(α) = φgf ◦ F(α). The right side is the composite of isomorphisms, so
the left side is an isomorphism as well.
Now assume that f ∈ NB1 is an equivalence, with a pseudoinverse g . Thus we have isomorphisms α : idt(f ) → fg
and β : ids(f ) → gf . Since NF2 sends both of these to isomorphism 2-simplices in NB′ and F strictly preserves identities,
the 2-cells representing the simplices NF2(α) and NF2(β) give the isomorphisms required to conclude that NF1(f ) is an
equivalence. 
5.2. Full and faithfulness
Before proving our equivalences, there is a lemma that will often be needed. Recall that we have assumed the associator
to be a natural isomorphism ahgf : h(gf )→ (hg)f .
Lemma 5.4. Let B be a bicategory. Then r ◦ a = 1 ∗ r as 2-cells f ◦ (g ◦ id)⇒ f ◦ g; similarly, l ∗ 1 ◦ a = l.
Proof. The result follows from the coherence theorem for bicategories, or directly as proved in [9, 1.1]. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.17. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of [3, 4.3].
Proof of 3.17. Beginning with part (a), we first show that N is full. Let p : NB→ NB′ be a simplicial map. An oplax normal
functor P : B→ B′ is defined as follows. The object part of P is p0; the action on arrows is given by p1. For a 2-cell α : g ⇒ h,
we must define Pα to be a 2-cell with source p1(g) and target p1(h). Given such an α, there is a 2-simplex in B, denoted α˜,
with α = l ◦ α˜.
b
idb
=
==
==
==
a
h
@
g
/
α˜⇑
b
Thus we define Pα = lPh ◦ p2(α˜)where p2(α˜) is the 2-cell
p1(g)
p2α˜ +3 p1(idb) ◦ p1(h) idp0b ◦ p1(h).
The last equality follows since identities are given by degeneracies.
To define the structuremapφgf for P , we take the image of the 2-simplex representing the identity 2-cell Igf : g◦f ⇒ g◦f .
b
g
>
>>
>>
>>
a
f
?       
gf
/
Igf
c
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Thus φgf = p2(Igf ). The structure map
φx : P(idx)→ idPx
is the identity 2-cell; this is well defined since identity 1-cells are given by degeneracies which p preserves.
To complete the proof that the nerve is full, we must show that P is a normal oplax functor and that NP = p.
The first step is showing that P is an oplax functor. The object function is given, so wemust show that themaps on 1- and
2-cells give a functor on hom-categories. This requires proving that P preserves identity 2-cells and vertical composition of
2-cells.
For identity 2-cells, note that idf = l ◦ i˜df , so i˜df = l−1. By definition, l−1 is the degenerate 2-simplex s1(f ). This gives
P(idf ) = lPf ◦ p2(s1f ) = lPf ◦ s1(p1f ) = lPf ◦ l−1Pf = idPf .
To complete the proof that P is a functor, we show that P preserves vertical composition of 2-cells. Let α : f1 ⇒ f2 and
β : f2 ⇒ f3 be 2-cells. Functoriality requires that Pα ◦ Pβ = P(α ◦ β), or equivalently that
(l ◦ Pα˜) ◦ (l ◦ Pβ˜) = l ◦ P(α˜ ◦ β).
There is a complicial 3-horn x ∈ Λ2[3](NB′) given by x0 = s0s0(t(Pg3)) (where t(Pg3) is the target of Pg3), x1 = Pβ˜ , and
x3 = Pα˜. This horn has a unique filler x˜, and x˜2 is a 2-simplex which will now be denoted x2.
A similar horn y exists in NB with y0 = s0s0(t(g3)), y1 = β˜ , and y3 = α˜. This horn also has a unique filler y˜ and Fy = x
so F y˜ = x˜. We will show that y2 := y˜2 is actually α˜ ◦ β , and thus x2 = P(α˜ ◦ β).
By defining the equation for a 3-simplex in the nerve of a bicategory,
a ◦ (1 ∗ α˜) ◦ β˜ = (l−1 ∗ 1) ◦ y2.
Using 5.4, this reduces to
l ◦ (1 ∗ α˜) ◦ β˜ = y2.
To show that y2 = α˜ ◦ β , it suffices to show that l ◦ y2 = α ◦ β . Thus we need only show that
l ◦ l ◦ (1 ∗ α˜) ◦ β˜ = α ◦ β
by applying l to both sides of the equation above. The following diagram commutes, the square by naturality of l and the
triangles by definition.
g1
β˜ /
β
"E
EE
EE
EE
EE
id ◦ g2 1∗α˜ /
l

id ◦ (id ◦ g3)
l

g2
α˜ /
α
&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
MM id ◦ g3
l

g3
This completes the proof that y2 = α˜ ◦ β .
Returning to the proof of functoriality, x2 = Py2 = P(α˜ ◦ β). Once again by the definition of a 3-simplex in the nerve of
a bicategory,
a ◦ (1 ∗ Pα˜) ◦ Pβ˜ = (l−1 ∗ 1) ◦ P(α˜ ◦ β).
Now consider the following diagram.
Pg1
Pβ˜ /
P(α˜β)

id ◦ Pg2
1∗Pα˜

id ◦ Pg3 l
−1
/
l−1∗1

id ◦ (id ◦ Pg3)
a
vnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
(id ◦ id) ◦ Pg3
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The outside region commutes since it is the above equation, and the triangle commutes by Lemma 5.4. Since a is an
isomorphism, the square commutes as well. This produces the equation
l ◦ (1 ∗ Pα˜) ◦ Pβ˜ = l ◦ l−1 ◦ P(α˜β) = P(α˜β).
Applying l to both sides, we get
l ◦ P(α˜β) = l ◦ l ◦ (1 ∗ Pα˜) ◦ Pβ˜ = l ◦ Pα˜ ◦ l ◦ Pβ˜,
where the last equality holds by the naturality of l. This is the desired equation, so P is functorial on vertical composition of
2-cells.
Now we check that P is an oplax map of bicategories. This requires checking that the structure maps are natural in their
variables and that three axioms hold. To show naturality of the structure map φgf : P(g ◦ f )→ Pg ◦ Pf , we shall prove that
it is natural in the variable f ; the proof for the variable g follows similarly. Therefore we must prove that
P(gf )
φgf /
P(1∗α)

PgPf
P1∗Pα

P(gf ′)
φgf ′
/ PgPf ′
commutes for a 2-cell α : f ⇒ f ′.
Let α : f ⇒ f ′ be a 2-cell. Then there is a unique 2-cell αˆ such that the composite
f αˆ / f ′ ◦ id
rf ′ / f ′
is equal to α.
Nowwe construct a 3-simplex x in B given by x0 = Igf ′ , x1 = Igf , x2 = 1̂ ∗ α, and x3 = αˆ. Applying P , we get a 3-simplex y
in B′ with faces y0 = φgf ′ , y1 = φgf , y2 = P(1̂ ∗ α), and y3 = P(αˆ). There is another 3-simplex y′ in B′ with faces y′0 = IPgPf ′ ,
y1 = IPgPf , y2 = 1̂ ∗ Pα, and y3 = P̂α. The goal is to construct an appropriate 4-simplex y˜ in the nerve of B′ such that y˜3 = y
and y˜4 = y′; this will be accomplished by constructing a complicial 4-horn y.
Let y3 = y and y4 = y′. There is a complicial horn Y with faces Y0 = s1P(g), Y2 = φgf , and Y3 = IPgPf . It has a unique
filler, now denoted y1. This 3-simplex is the equation
aidPgPf ◦ (1 ∗ IPgPf ) ◦ d1y1 = (l−1Pg ∗ 1) ◦ φgf ,
which simplifies to a ◦ d1y1 = (l−1 ∗ 1) ◦ φ; applying 5.4 we get that l ◦ d1y1 = φ, so d1y1 = φ˜gf .
There is a second complicial horn Z with faces Z0 = s1P(g), Z2 = φgf ′ , and Z3 = IPgPf ′ . It has a unique filler, now denoted
y0. A similar proof to the one above shows that d1y0 = φ˜gf ′ .
It is easy to check that y0, y1, y3, y4 constitute a complicial 4-horn in NB′, and there is a unique filler y. The face y2 is a
3-simplex, represented in equational form as
aid,PgPf ,id ◦ (1 ∗ P̂α) ◦ φ˜gf = (φ˜gf ′ ∗ 1) ◦ ̂P(1 ∗ α).
This is an equation of 2-cells with source P(gf ) and target (idt(Pg) ◦ (Pg ◦ Pf ′)) ◦ ids(Pf ′), where the s and t denote source and
target, respectively. We shall compose both sides of this equation with appropriate right and left inverse isomorphisms to
get the desired naturality equation.
For the left side of the equation, there is the following diagram.
id(PgPf )
1∗(1̂∗Pα)/
l
&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
id((PgPf ′)id) a /
l 'OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
(id(PgPf ′))id r /
l∗1

id(PgPf ′)
l

P(gf )
φ˜
O
φ
/ PgPf
1̂∗Pα
/ (PgPf ′)id r / PgPf
′
The two square-shaped regions commute by naturality; the left triangle commutes by definition and the interior triangle
commutes by Lemma 5.4. This diagram then gives the equation
l ◦ r ◦ a ◦ (1 ∗ P̂α) ◦ φ˜gf = r ◦ (1̂ ∗ Pα) ◦ φgf = (P1 ∗ Pα) ◦ φgf ,
which is one half of the naturality square for φ.
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On the right side of the equation, we have the following diagram.
P(gf )
̂P(1∗α) /
P(1∗α) %JJ
JJJ
JJJ
JJ
P(gf ′) ◦ id
φ˜gf ′∗1 /
r

(id ◦ (Pg ◦ Pf ′)) ◦ id l◦r /
r

Pg ◦ Pf ′
P(gf ′)
φ˜gf ′
/ id ◦ (Pg ◦ Pf ′)
l
6nnnnnnnnnnnn
The left triangle commutes by definition and the right triangle is the identity; the square commutes by naturality. This
diagram produces the equation
lPgPf ′ ◦ rid(PgPf ′) ◦ φ˜gf ′ ◦ ̂P(1 ∗ α) = lPgPf ′ ◦ φ˜gf ′ ◦ P(1 ∗ α) = φgf ′ ◦ P(1 ∗ α),
which is the other half of the naturality square for φ.
There are three axioms left to check for the proof that P is an oplax map; one involves associators and the other two are
unit axioms. For the first of these, note that there is a 3-simplex x in NB with x0 = Ihg , x1 = Ih,gf , x2 = ahgf , and x3 = Igf .
Applying P , we get a 3-simplex in NB′ which is represented in equational form as
a′ ◦ (1 ∗ φgf ) ◦ φh,gf = (φhg ∗ 1) ◦ p2(a),
where p2(a) is the 2-simplex represented by the 2-cell φhg,f ◦ Pa. Substituting into the above equation gives the desired
axiom.
For the left unit axiom, we must show that lPf ◦ φidf = Plf . Note that φidf ◦ P(l−1f ) is the 2-cell which represents the
2-simplex NP2(l−1f ). Thus the result follows if we show that NP2(l
−1
f ) = l−1Pf = s1(p1(f )), which is merely the statement that
NP preserves degeneracies; that this is true will follow from the fact that NP2 = p2. The proof for the right unit axiom is
similar.
To show that P is normal, there are two conditions to be checked. The first follows since identity 1-cells are degeneracies
and hence preserved. The second condition is part of the definition.
Now it is time to prove that NP = p, completing the proof that N is full. By definition, we know that NP0 = p0 and
NP1 = p1. Above dimension n = 2, bothmaps are determined since the nerve is contained in its 2-coskeleton; thus showing
that NP2 = p2 will complete the proof.
Let α : h⇒ gf and consider the following diagram of 2-cells.
p1h
p2(α˜) /
p˜2(α) 'NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
N id ◦ p1(gf ) l /
1∗φ

p1(gf )
φ

id ◦ (p1(g) ◦ p1(f )) l / p1(g) ◦ p1(f )
The square commutes by naturality, so we now show that the triangle commutes. There is a 3-simplex x in NB with faces
x0 = l−1g , x1 = α˜, x2 = α, and x3 = Igf . There is also a 3-simplex y in NB′ which is the filler of the complicial horn with faces
y0 = l−1p1g , y1 = p2(α˜), and y3 = φgf . Since the horn x0, x1, x3 maps to the horn y0, y1, y3 and fillers for complicial horns are
unique, p3(x) = y. Thus y2 = p2(α). In equational form, this gives
a ◦ (1 ∗ φ) ◦ p2(α˜) = (l−1 ∗ 1) ◦ p2(α).
Applying the lemma we get the new equation
l ◦ (1 ∗ φ) ◦ p2(α˜) = p2(α),
so (1 ∗ φ) ◦ p2(α˜) = p˜2(α), which is the commutativity of the triangle in the diagram above. The commutativity of the
diagram above gives
p2(α) = φ ◦ l ◦ p2(α˜) = φ ◦ P(α) = NP2(α)
by the definition of P and the nerve.
To complete the proof of the claimed equivalence of categories, we must show that N is faithful. Let F be a normal oplax
map, and let G be the normal oplax map constructed from NF above. We show that F = G, so that the nerve and the
construction above are inverse to each other. Certainly F and G agree on objects and morphisms, so it is only necessary to
check that they agree on 2-cells and have the same structure maps. For 2-cells, let α : g ⇒ h. By definition,
G(α) = l ◦ NF2(α˜) = l ◦ φ ◦ F(α˜).
We already know that l◦φ = Fl by the left unit axiom for normal oplax functors, so G(α) = Fl◦F(α˜) = F(α) by functoriality
and the definition of α˜.
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The structure map for G is defined as φGgf = NF2(Igf ). The definition of NF2(α) is NF2(α) = φ ◦ F(α). Since F preserves
identity 2-cells, we have
φGgf = NF2(Igf ) = φFgf ◦ F(Igf ) = φFgf
so the structure maps are the same.
For part (b), the only thing left to prove is that every stratified map is the nerve of a weak map.
We have already shown that if p : NB → NB′ is a simplicial map, then p = NP where P : B → B′ is an oplax map.
Assume that p is a stratified map. Then p2(Igf ) is thin since identity 2-cells are thin. But this is φgf , so P is weak. 
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